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Innovation in Public Services
Understanding the complexity of tactic knowledge has
become increasingly important to the enhancement
of organizational flow. Tacit Knowledge in
Organizational Learning aims to advocate the need
for ?human factor? consideration from a (tactic)
knowledge capital point of view. Tacit Knowledge in
Organizational Learning offers academians and
practitioners an illustration of the importance of tacit
knowledge to an organization, presenting a means to
measure and track tacit knowledge in individuals and
recommendations on firm attributes and their ideal
utilization of the tacit knowledge resource.

Management Decision
E-Collaboration in Modern Organizations: Initiating
and Managing Distributed Projects combines
comprehensive research related to e-collaboration in
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modern organizations, emphasizing topics relevant to
those involved in initiating and managing distributed
projects. Providing authoritative content to scholars,
researchers, and practitioners, this book specifically
describes conceptual and theoretical issues that have
implications for distributed project management,
implications surrounding the use of e-collaborative
environments for distributed projects, and emerging
issues and debate related directly and indirectly to ecollaboration support for distributed project
management.

Information and Communication
Technologies in Tourism 1998
"This book communicates the various challenges and
great opportunities that information systems research
produces"--Provided by publisher.

New Insights Into Business and
Organisational Communication
Handbook of Research on Enterprise 2.0:
Technological, Social, and Organizational
Dimensions
"This book studies the nature, relevance, and quality
of standards with ICTs and the impact they have on
businesses"--Provided by publisher.

Marketing Communications
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This book is published under a CC BY-NC 4.0 license.
The editors present essential methods and tools to
support a holistic approach to the challenge of system
upgrades and innovation in the context of high-value
products and services. The approach presented here
is based on three main pillars: an adaptation
mechanism based on a broad understanding of
system dependencies; efficient use of system
knowledge through involvement of actors throughout
the process; and technological solutions to enable
efficient actor communication and information
handling. The book provides readers with a better
understanding of the factors that influence decisions,
and put forward solutions to facilitate the rapid
adaptation to changes in the business environment
and customer needs through intelligent upgrade
interventions. Further, it examines a number of
sample cases from various contexts including car
manufacturing, utilities, shipping and the furniture
industry. The book offers a valuable resource for both
academics and practitioners interested in the
upgrading of capital-intensive products and services.
“The work performed in the project “Use-It-Wisely
(UiW)” significantly contributes towards a
collaborative way of working. Moreover, it offers
comprehensive system modelling to identify business
opportunities and develop technical solutions within
industrial value networks. The developed UiWframework fills a void and offers a great opportunity.
The naval construction sector of small passenger
vessels, for instance, is one industry that can benefit.”
Nikitas Nikitakos, Professor at University of the
Aegean, Department of Shipping, Trade, and
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Transport, Greece. “Long-life assets are crucial for
both the future competiveness and sustainability of
society. Make wrong choices now and you are locked
into a wrong system for a long time. Make the right
choices now and society can prosper. This book gives
important information about how manufacturers can
make right choices.” Arnold Tukker, Scientific
director, Institute of Environmental Sciences (CML),
Leiden University, and senior scientist, TNO.

List of Documents and Publications in
the Field of Mass Communication
DIFFUSION OF INNOVATIONS 3RD E REV
Vols. 4-24 include Communications of the
International Federation of Library Associations (IFLAFIAB).

Marketing Communication
Measuring Innovation in OECD and NonOECD Countries
Workplace technology is evolving at an accelerated
pace, driving innovation, productivity, and efficiency
to exceedingly high levels. Businesses both small and
large must keep up with these changes in order to
compete effectively with fellow enterprises. The
Handbook of Research on Enterprise 2.0:
Technological, Social, and Organizational Dimensions
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collects the most recent developments in evaluating
the technological, organizational, and social
dimensions of modern business practices in order to
better foster advances in information exchange and
collaboration among networks of partners and
customers. This crucial reference supports managers
and business professionals, as well as members of
academia, IT specialists, and network developers in
enhancing business practices and obtaining
competitive advantage.

Tacit Knowledge in Organizational
Learning
The paradigm of social network analysis (SNA) is
widely recognized as a potential approach to analyze,
evaluate, and influence communication processes.
The author argues that SNA proves useful as a
theoretical concept and as a practical tool for
knowledge communication in research and
development (R&D). The context of innovative
knowledge generation in organizational R&D
environments is introduced very broadly with
reference to the existing literature. The pragmatic
approach of networks is outlined as a powerful
concept to grasp the social relationships between
individuals as well as between social aggregates for
conceptual and analytical purposes. Based on three
case studies, methods of SNA are simplified and
illustrated according to their basic steps to meet
practical needs and show their usefulness for
business practice. Moreover, the book provides
examples for interventions and follow-up activities to
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improve processes of organizational knowledge
communication based on SNA.

Leveraging Knowledge Communication
for Innovation
This important book is the re-titled third edition of the
extremely well received and widely used Agricultural
Extension (van den Ban & Hawkins, 1988, 1996).
Building on the previous editions, Communication for
Rural Innovation maintains and adapts the insights
and conceptual models of value today, while
reflecting many new ideas, angles and modes of
thinking concerning how agricultural extension is
taught and carried through today. Since the previous
edition of the book, the number and type of
organisations that apply communicative strategies to
foster change and development in agriculture and
resource management has become much more varied
and this book is aimed at those who use
communication to facilitate change in agriculture and
resource management. Communication for Rural
Innovation is essential reading for process facilitators,
communication division personnel, knowledge
managers, training officers, consultants, policy
makers, extension specialists and managers of
agricultural extension or research organisations. The
book can also be used as an advanced introduction
into issues of communicative intervention at BSc or
MSc level.

Knowledge, Innovation and
Communication
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In response to changes in internal needs, external
organizational environments, and the expectations of
shareholders – most notably, citizens and politicians –
innovation is now an important common-place aspect
of governance and the running of public service
organizations. Given the ongoing financial and
economic crisis, which presents a significant
challenge to public service organizations (PSOs),
there is a growing need to establish innovative
strategies in order to survive the crisis, and provide
the basis for future sustainable growth. This book
contributes towards the discussion of PSO innovation
through theoretically informed empirical studies of
innovation across a range of theories, topics and
fields. Studies examine the role of citizens, managers,
and public service organizations; the adoption,
diffusion, implementation, and management of
innovations; collaboration, communication, and
information technologies; and decision-making,
ethical principles, HR management, leadership, and
procurement. The studies – which examine the
situation in a range of countries in Europe and Asia –
cover a range of different organizations such as nonprofits, health service organizations, and local
governments. This book was originally published as a
special issue of Public Management Review.

Communication for Rural Innovation
A world list of books in the English language.

Emerging Topics and Technologies in
Information Systems
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Beginning in 1971, includes Management decision
monograph which is published in separately bound
issues but continues the page numbering of
Management decision.

Development of Models of Technology
and Work Organisation with Information
and Communications Technologies
Case Studies in Service Innovation provides the
reader fresh insight into how innovation occurs in
practice, and stimulates learning from one context to
another. The volume brings together contributions
from researchers and practitioners in a celebration of
achievements with the intention of adding to the
wider understanding of how service innovation
develops. Each case presents a brief description of
the context in which the innovation occurred, the
opportunity that led to the innovation and an
overview of the innovation itself, also addressing how
success was measured, what success has been
achieved to date and providing links to further
information. The book is organized around five major
themes, each reflecting recognized sources of service
innovation: Business Model Innovation: new ways of
creating, delivering or capturing economic, social,
environmental and other types of value; The
Organization in its Environment: an organization
engaging beyond its own boundaries, with public
private partnerships, sourcing knowledge externally,
innovation networks, and open or distributed
innovation; Innovation Management within an
Organization: an organization actively encouraging
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innovation within its own boundaries using project
teams, internal governance of innovation, and
methods or tools that stimulate innovation; Process
Innovation: changes in service design and delivery
processes, such as consumer led innovation or
consumers as part of the innovation process, service
operations management, and educational processes;
Technology Innovation: the use of technology,
including ICT enabled innovation, ICTs that are
themselves innovative and support the delivery of
new services, new ICT services, new ways of
delivering services associated with ICT products, and
technology other than ICT. The final part of the book
is given to four extended cases allowing for a more indepth treatment of innovation within a complex
service system. The extended cases also illustrate
two important and growing trends, firstly the need for,
and benefits of, a more customer centric approach to
service innovation and secondly the need for better
understanding of public services and the role of publicprivate partnerships in identifying and achieving
innovation.

Dynamics of Long-Life Assets
This study of innovation brings together a wide array
of topics under a theoretical model consisting of two
basic dimensions: aggregation level (individual,
group, organization and society) and aspects of
progress (generation, evaluation, implementation and
diffusion of new ideas and products). The readings,
many appearing here for the first time, were written
by an international group of experts--including Eric
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von Hippel, Arthur L. Stinchcombe, L. Richard
Hoffman, and Robert A. Burgelman--and represent a
variety of disciplines, including psychology,
economics, sociology, political science, social
anthropology, marketing, engineering and education.

Information and Communication
Technologies in Tourism 2000
ENTER has now met for six years, providing a
valuable forum for researchers and practitioners to
discuss and debate their ideas and perspectives
regarding the nature and role of tourism and
information technology in global society. Over the
years, the nature and rate of change in the tourism
industry has been overwhelming. The internet and
related technologies are now dominant agents of
change and have created a "new economy" which
requires new processes and strategies to replace
those developed for the "old economy". The theme of
ENTER 2000, "Keeping Pace with Change - New
Frontiers for IT and Tourism", captures the challenges
that we face at the beginning of the new millennium.
The papers included in this volume illustrate the
incredible growth in research and development in this
area and reflect its youth, vitality and at the same
time, maturation. Perhaps most important, these
papers document how this new technology has
changed and, in tum, how the industry has
responded. The series of proceedings of which this
volume is a part is creating a unique body of
knowledge about the intertwined emergence of
tourism and technology. There are, perhaps, three
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overriding themes of this congress. First is the focus
on the tourist. Professor Stock's keynote address
"Intelligent Interfaces for the Tourist" is a good
representative of a series of papers discussing how
information systems, electronic markets, and user
interfaces have been or can be developed to enhance
the tourist experience.

3rd IEE International Conference on
Reliability of Transmission and
Distribution Networks (RTDN 2005)
The Handbook of Global Health
Communication
Communicating for Managerial Effectiveness, Third
Edition enables students and managers to clearly
view their own communication abilities, dilemmas,
and challenges. Author Phillip G. Clampitt uses realworld cases, many from his own business experience,
to analyze the most critical communication challenges
facing managers today. The Third Edition reflects a
renewed emphasis on communication ethics, crosscultural communication, and communication strategy.

Communications & Strategies
Organisations in the Communications
Age
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Directory of Published Proceedings
"Effective communication is at the heart of any
successful human endeavour or enterprise.
Communication: Organisation and Innovation, shows
how innovative methods of communication teaching
and learning can strengthen and benefit all
organisations, especially in today's fast-changing
world of business and technology. Control
(organisation) and change (innovation) are two
concepts that are inherent in the concept of
communication and this text stresses that
communication is an innovative, dynamic, everchanging, risk-taking and adaptive process that
generates new relationships, new growth and new
ways of thinking. The content moves from theory to
practice, from the general to the specific, from the
understanding of an individual to an understanding of
an organisation - a learning strategy that will help
students gain an understanding of what it takes to be
a good communicator both within individual
relationships and as a member of an organisation.This
second edition has been written to address the
change in structure and content of the NZDB 560
Business Communication prescription. Each of the five
sections in the text covers one of the five learning
outcomes of the prescription and a new chapter has
been added on legal issues"--Back cover.

Information and Communication
Technologies Management in Turbulent
Business Environments
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3rd International Symposium
Communication in the Millennium, May
11-13, 2005
This text challenges the orthodox view of marketing
communication. Using references to communication
studies, cultural studies, and critical management
studies, the focus of managing marketing
communication is shifted from message-making to
relationship-building. This textbook provides a
contemporary examination of marketing as a social
process. The scope of communication theory is
broadened and a two-way conception of
communication is introduced. The existing model of
marketing communication is replaced with a new and
exciting concept, that integrates the relational and
social emphases of the twenty-first century.
"Marketing Communication" investigates the
problems of organizing and locating marketing in a
business corporation, management responsibility for
planning and decision making, and the role of the
marketing communication manager in contemporary
society.

Strategy and Communication for
Innovation
Innovation and Creativity at Work
It is widely accepted that innovation is key to
economic growth. Countries where research and
innovation are high on the national agenda are best
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suited to prosper in the knowledge-based economy.
Conversely, countries whose economies are mainly
dependent on natural resources and basic industries
tend to lack competitiveness and flexibility in
adapting to changing global trends. The Organisation
for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD)
has long been concerned with the measurement of
research and experimental development (R&D) and
innovation activities. Under apartheid rule South
Africa was barred from participating in OECD
activities. Shortly after the advent of democracy in
South Africa in 1994 the then Department of Arts,
Culture, Science and Technology (now the
Department of Science and Technology) initiated the
process of applying for observer status on the OECD
Committee for Scientific and Technological Policy.
South Africa gained observer status in 1998. In March
2001, the Department and the OECD jointly hosted an
international seminar in Pretoria on the measurement
of innovation activities in OECD and non-OECD
countries. This book is a collection of selected papers
that were presented at the seminar by leading
international and South African experts in innovation
measurement. The chapters reflect various aspects of
the measurement of innovation and how these
measurements are applied in different countries. The
volume contributes to the debate that exists between
developing and developed countries on their
approaches to the measurement of innovation.

The Three-Box Solution
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The SAGE Handbook of Organizational
Communication
Organizational communication as a field of study has
grown tremendously over the past thirty years. This
growth is characterized by the development and
application of communication perspectives to
research on complex organizations in rapidly
changing environments. Completely reconceptualized, The SAGE Handbook of Organizational
Communication, Third Edition, is a landmark volume
that weaves together the various threads of this
interdisciplinary area of scholarship. This edition
captures both the changing nature of the field, with
its explosion of theoretical perspectives and research
agendas, and the transformations that have occurred
in organizational life with the emergence of new
forms of work, globalization processes, and changing
organizational forms. Exploring organizations as
complex and dynamic, the Handbook brings a
communication lens to bear on multiple organizing
processes.

Case Studies in Service Innovation
Information and Telecommunication Technologies
increasingly propel the tourism industry and have
become one of the most important determinants of
the competitiveness for both the public and the
private sectors. It is quite evident that tourism
organisations which fail to take advantage of the
emergent opportunities introduced by technology will
lose considerable market share and suffer strategic
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disadvantages. Business processes re-engineering is
essential therefore throughout the tourism industry.
Encouragingly tourism organisations respond to the
challenges and a large number of principals use
technology in both operational and strategic
functions. However, technology threatens traditional
distribution channels with disintermediation. Nontourism organisations also take advantage of the
technological developments and launch services for
tourism consumers and suppliers, increasing the
competition for traditional operators. The tourism
industry, therefore, emerges as a very dynamic one
and prospects are really exciting for professionals and
researchers. Ultimately virtual enterprises will
dominate the tourism industry. They will produce costeffective, instantaneous, mass-customised goods and
services; develop dynamic interfaces with suppliers
and consumers; and constantly reform their
structures in order to satisfy consumer needs. They
will also take advantage of lean and flexible
organisational frameworks; advanced technology;
interactive and innovative marketing and
management; rapid reaction to market requests; as
well as effective networking and partnerships in order
to provide more benefits for all stakeholders. ENTER
adopted a consistent scientific approach to the study
of tourism and technology. Over the last five years it
brought together practitioners and researchers of
both tourism and information technology.

PLA Notes 39: Popular Communications
Modern life relies on the availability of electricity and
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pressures on network operators to keep the power
flowing have never been greater. Power networks of
the future need to be even more reliable, work harder
and respond in real time whilst coping with increasing
embedded generation; yet more than half of the
networks of 20 years time are already built. The
challenge to managers and engineers is to achieve
ever greater reliability with networks built from a
mixture of assets at the lowest cost to customers.
RTDN 2005 covers aspects of Reliability of
Transmission covers topics such as diagnostic
techniques, designing for reliability, condition
monitoring, control & protection and risk analysis.

Communication
Informs today's business managers of important ICT
strategy in changing business environments,
techniques for effective ICT development, and ICT
challenges for the future.

INFORMATION & MANAGEMENT
This third edition of an introductory marketing
textbook covers topics such as marketing strategies
and planning, exhibitions, events and field marketing,
branding and the Internet.

The Cumulative Book Index
The innovation economy sets new standards for
global business and requires efficient innovation
management to plan, execute and evaluate
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innovation activities, establish innovation capability
and coordinate resources and capacities for
innovation on an intra- and inter-organizational level.
Communication has become a critical factor
underpinning successful innovation. As a new
communication field, innovation communication
facilitates the successful launches of new products
and services, the establishment of stakeholder
relationships, and the strengthening of corporate
reputation in the long-run. Consequently, firms today
need to develop a strong portfolio of communication
tools as an integral part of their strategic innovation
management activities. This new edition mainly
concentrates on emerging approaches and methods
for integrating communication as part of strategic
innovation management. A key theme is the provision
of an integrated perspective to bridge the gap
between innovation management and communication
management at both strategic and operational levels.
This book makes an important contribution to this
evolving academic domain by providing multiple
perspectives on the latest research on innovation
communication and strategic open innovation. It also
provides guidance for managers seeking to
understand the diverse ways by which they can
leverage communication to support successful
innovation.

Libri
Innovation
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Information Communication Technology
Standardization for E-Business Sectors:
Integrating Supply and Demand Factors
Innovation in organisations Change agents.

E-Collaboration in Modern Organizations:
Initiating and Managing Distributed
Projects
International in scope, The Handbook of Global Health
Communication offers a comprehensive and up-todate analysis of the role of communication processes
in global public health, development and social
change Brings together 32 contributions from wellrespected scholars and practitioners in the field,
addressing a wide range of communication
approaches in current global health programs Offers
an integrated view that links communication to the
strengthening of health services, the involvement of
affected communities in shaping health policies and
improving care, and the empowerment of citizens in
making decisions about health Adopts a broad
understanding of communication that goes beyond
conventional divisions between informational and
participatory approaches

Which Degree Guide
Combines psychological and organizational
approaches to innovation in the workplace and
suggests alternative theoretical and research
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directions. The contributions in this book achieve
several significant aims: defining what is meant by
innovation and providing cases as examples,
illustrating interventions to facilitate innovation at
work,integrating the ideas and experiences of
researchers and practitioners, bringing together
different perspectives from both American and
European experts. All major research literature is
reviewed and innovation is explored at all levels--from
individual to group to organization.

Communicating for Managerial
Effectiveness
How to Innovate and Execute Leaders already know
that innovation calls for a different set of activities,
skills, methods, metrics, mind-sets, and leadership
approaches. And it is well understood that creating a
new business and optimizing an already existing one
are two fundamentally different management
challenges. The real problem for leaders is doing
both, simultaneously. How do you meet the
performance requirements of the existing
business—one that is still thriving—while dramatically
reinventing it? How do you envision a change in your
current business model before a crisis forces you to
abandon it? Innovation guru Vijay Govindarajan
expands the leader’s innovation tool kit with a simple
and proven method for allocating the organization’s
energy, time, and resources—in balanced
measure—across what he calls “the three boxes”: •
Box 1: The present—Manage the core business at
peak profitability • Box 2: The past—Abandon ideas,
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practices, and attitudes that could inhibit innovation •
Box 3: The future—Convert breakthrough ideas into
new products and businesses The three-box
framework makes leading innovation easier because
it gives leaders a simple vocabulary and set of tools
for managing and measuring these different sets of
behaviors and activities across all levels of the
organization. Supported with rich company
examples—GE, Mahindra & Mahindra, Hasbro, IBM,
United Rentals, and Tata Consultancy Services—and
testimonies of leaders who have successfully used
this framework, this book solves once and for all the
practical dilemma of how to align an organization on
the critical but competing demands of innovation.
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